
 
 
Job Description for Marketing Manager 

At Rescigno’s, we attribute much of our success to the strength of our marketing. To build 
on this terrific momentum, we’re searching for a qualified marketing coordinator to work 
closely with our leadership. From day one, this individual will contribute to our existing 
marketing programs while assisting with the development of new initiatives aligned with 
company and client goals. The ideal candidate will have prior experience with a wide range 
of marketing functions, including communications, digital marketing, and social media. The 
marketing coordinator must be an organized multitasker able to handle many diverse 
projects at once and meet tight deadlines. 

Objectives of This Role 
• Ensure all marketing efforts achieve immediate and long-term business goals, 

identifying and executing improvements for processes, content, and lead generation 
• Prepare marketing activity reports and metrics for measuring program success 
• Provide market research, forecasts, competitive analyses, campaign results, and 

consumer trends 
 
Daily and Monthly Responsibilities 

• Evaluate and establish a marketing plan and strategy by assembling and analyzing 
sales forecasts, setting objectives, planning and organizing promotional presentations, 
and updating calendars 

• Conduct research to analyze market trends, customer behavior, and competitive 
landscape, and prepare reports by collecting, analyzing, and summarizing data 

• Plan and manage meetings, events, conferences, and trade shows by identifying, 
assembling, and coordinating requirements, establishing contacts, developing 
schedules and assignments, and coordinating mailing lists 

• Write marketing content to be used over all channels 
• Help design team during peak season to design direct mail packages for clients 



• Maintain and enhance our email newsletters 
• Organize and enhance our direct mail campaigns 
• Coordinate Social media efforts, Facebook, Linked In, Twitter, etc. 
• Assist with design and presentation of company proposals for consistency and 

branding 
• Continually seek and research new sources of prospective customer data, and provide 

recommendations to leadership 
• Maintain website with updated material 
 

Skills and Qualifications 
• Bachelor’s degree in marketing, advertising, or communications 
• Excellent writing, communication, and presentation skills 
• Past work experience as a marketing coordinator or similar role 
• Knowledge of traditional and digital marketing, content marketing, and social media 

marketing 
• Experience with research using data analytics  
• Proficiency in full Microsoft Office suite, especially with Excel and PowerPoint 
• Proficiency in Adobe Design Suite 
• Must be a self-starter and able to independently move projects forward, prioritize 

tasks, and meet deadlines 
• Must have strong analytical skills to analyze metrics and create reports 
• Must have a high level of creativity 
• Occasional travel may be required 
• Digital photography and video editing skills 
• Creative design 

With recent expansion and growth, we are in need of an individual who possess strong 
leadership abilities to help oversee campaigns to insure growth and success within our 
company. We are willing to invest our time into training qualified candidates to take on 
leadership roles.  
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